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Sightron siii 6-24x50 for sale

Images not available forColor: Precision, accuracy, durability, and reliability are the correct words to describe the scope of this LRD Sightron SIIISS 6-24X50. A member of the SIII series, this model provides 6-24x magnification giving you a clear picture of the actual size of the targeted object. This
Sightron device is a great choice for serious shooters and hunters who can appreciate its optical quality and performance. The scope weighs 24.3 oz and is 14.96 inches long.0793139251275, 0793139251329, 0843009070083Maximum Internal AdjustmentMinimum Field of View AT 100yd.
DiameterSockproof Objective Effective, Waterproof, FogproofMaximum Field of View AT 100yd. This item is not included on this page. Thank you, we'll investigate this. Description The SIGHTRON SIII 6-24x50 LR SF Riflescope, FFP, MOA Reticle (25006) offers a 30mm main scope tube one-piece,
made of high quality aluminum aircraft. Riflescope features Sightron's unique ExacTrack windage and elevation adjustment system. No other system on the market comes close to exacTrack's precision and performance. The scope of siii 6-24x50 displays the best in all weather construction. It is
waterproof, nitrogen filled and provides lifetime internal fog protection for bad weather. All Sightron SIII rifles feature a seven-layer ZACT-7 multi-coating with precision ground glass. It provides superior transmission and light resolution for best performance. Precision ground glass engraved MOA Reticle in
the first focus area is designed for use in Tactical and Remote shooting applications. The Quick Focus Eyebell feature allows quick and easy adjustment when in the field The side focus system is designed for ease of use in prone and bench shooting 30mm one-piece main-tube made of high quality
aircraft aluminum. The tube thickness is more than twice as thick as the one-inch model to provide maximum rigidity of the Unique ExacTrack windage and exposed elevation adjustment system of large tactical style turrets offered in a 0.25 MOA adjustment. The Torx 20 screw set positioned on top of the
dome allows quick and easy adjustment when rearranging back to zero Construction of a waterproof, fogproof, and shockproof ZACT-7 seven-layer multi-coating with precision ground glass. This lens provides superior transmission and light resolution for best performance in Precision ground glass etched
reticle performance in the first focus area designed for use in MOA Reticle Matte Black Finish Sightron Lifetime Warranty Magnificaton 6–24x Objective Diameter shooting applications, mm 50 Eye Relief, in 3.6–3.8 Exit Pupils, mm 8.3–2.08 Field of View (FOV) @ 100yds, ft 16.1–3.9 Click Value 1/4 MOA
Tube Diameter, mm 30 Windage Elevation Travel 80 Minutes Per Revolution 15 15 Type MOA Knobe Type Tactical Minimum Focus, yds 40 Windage Elevation Knobs Tactical Type (Resettable) Adjustable Objective Side Focus Fully Multi Coated Yes (Zact-7 TM 7-Layer) Sunshade Including Yes Lens
Cover Including Yes Waterproof Yes Length, in Weight 14.96, the Oz 25 Long Range Sightron Rifle is engineered and manufactured in Japan for tactical shooters that require reliable optics and optimal performance of a fully colorful ED Glass with the Zact-7 Revcoat™ varnish gives this scope lens clarity
and an impressive 91% light transmission rate. The open tactical tower has listenable clicks, great for faster mid-action adjustments. Shock resistant, waterproof, and made of one-piece tubes, sightron SIII Tactical 6-24x50 FFP can handle rugged handling and strong recoil under harshest weather
conditions. Sightron is one of the leading companies in the industry. Having spent nearly three decades in the business, the company has become a synonym for reliable optical products and is very popular among sports shooters. What separates Sightron from the competition is their incredible vision.
Unlike many optical giants whose marketing budgets make their development resources ashamed, this Japanese company knows what really matters. Their business model emphasizes on ongoing research and technological advancement, leaving no room for frills and fanfare. Sightron let their products
speak for themselves. About outdoor enthusiasts SIII SeriesMany agrees that in terms of high quality optics paired at a reasonable price, the Sightron SIII series is a clear winner in this price class. Customers can choose from a wide range of rifle models that are sold for around 800 to 1800 euros. These
models are suitable for long-distance shooting. CNC-engined from aircraft-grade aluminum and given a fine black matte finish, all Sightron SIII riflescopes are built around a 30-millimeter one-piece tube for maximum disdigity. The Japanese brand has developed the ExacTrack Precision Windage and
Elevation system™ which ensures total repeat with P.O.I.accurate, no matter if your SIII rifle is set at or beyond zero. Looking at the optical properties, we can see that Sightron uses ED glass. This lens material is known for its super low dispersion and reduces chromatic aberration to a minimum. Not
only that, but ED glass produces very bright images in sharp detail. The surface of the external lens of this rifle is then reinforced with several layers. The Zact-7 Revcoat varnish™ from Sightron makes precision-ground glass from objective lenses and super-light eyepieces permeate. With a light
transmission rate of 91%, this coverage will not You're in a low-light environment. Sightron is further away the SIII series was a success by adding a family of TACTICAL SIII models. The rifle has the first focus area reticle configuration (reticle size does not enter/decrease with magnification changes).
Superfine at the lowest magnification, the reticle will not cover too many targets even when the scope is set to the highest magnification power available. Per-click adjustments are 0.1 MIL or 1/4 MOA, depending on the specific product in the family. Mil models come with an elevation adjustment range of
23 MIL, and MOA coverage has a range of 80 MOA. Although these models are not engineered for the precision demands of laser points from target shooting, they are more than suitable for tactical use. Impact and recoil-tested to withstand some of the strongest calibers, sightron SIII Tactical riflescopes
will not crack under pressure. The last major series change occurred in 2019 when Sightron updated their SIII Tactical model family. The latest models now come with relentless tactical towers. All Sightron SIII riflescope models are manufactured in Japan and come with a lifetime warranty. About the
Tactical Model 6-24x50 FFPWith only 705 grams to its name, the Sightron SIII 6-24x50 FFP Tactical packs quite a punch. 6-24x magnification and a 4x zoom factor make this scope especially useful when shooting at greater distances. The scope has exposed tactical towers with finely engraved markings.
Both the elevation tower and windage are of a multi-turn type and have a turn indicator underneath. The tower is tactile with the click of a sound. That means you'll be able to make adjustments faster than ever before. Note that because this particular model was engineered before 2019, it does not feature
relentless functionality and locking. The para lactic dome is very nice. Designed without the sign of often excessive or even confusing distances, this side focus dome allows intuitive parax correction and glides smoothly to the desired position. Parax can be adjusted from 36.5 meters to infinity. Sightron
SIII 6-24x50 Tactical FFP can be reset to zero and built to handle extreme weather conditions and rough handling. The riflescope's internal construction is filled with dry nitrogen gas to remove internal fogging and water damage. Although the Mil-Hash reticle is not intended for precision shooting, even at
24x magnification the Sightron SIII 6-24x50 is accurate enough to satisfy most long-range shooters and demanding targets. The sports scope of the black matte finish and the golden markings engraved on the aluminum housing give this unit a sleek and elegant look. That is another thing that separates
the SIII 6-24x50 from the post-2018 model which has a standard white mark. While many of Sigtron's competitors rely heavily on complementary products for their optics, this long-range rifle is coming A lot of stuff is already in the box. A thick neoprene scope cover is made in the US and will protect your
scope against water and dirt damage. Even better, Sightron decided to give their customers a sunshade that matched their include with the purchase of a SIII Tactical rifle. Talk about added value. Set your scene at Sightron.6-24x50 FFP Tactical Features on Glance4x Zoom FactorFFP
ConfigurationAdjustable Parallax (10m - Infinity)0.1 MIL or 1/4 MOA ClicksFully Multi-Coated LensOne-Piece 30mm TubeSunshadeBlack Matte FinishMade at JapanLifetime Warranty This product comes with a 10-year warranty. You can read more about the warranty policy here. Sightron SIII 6-24x50
30mm Tube Waterproof Riflescope SIIISS624X50LRFFP-MOA, w/MOA-2 Reticle, W/E 80 MOA, 25006 , MPN: 25006 , UPC: 793139250063 , Code: TN-RS-S3624X50-25006 Sightron SIII 6-24x50 30mm Tube Waterproof Riflescope SIIISS624X50LRFFP-MH, w/Mil-Hash Reticle,W/E 23.5 MRAD, 25007 ,
MPN: 25007 , UPC: 793139250070 , Code: TN-RS-S3624X50-25007 Sightron SIII 6-24x50mm Riflescope, 30mm Tube, SFP, w/MOA-2 IR Reticle, W/E 100 MOA, Black, 25907 , MPN: 25907 , UPC: 793139259073 , Code: TN-RS-S3624X50-25907 Sightron 6-24x50 Riflescope, Wide Duplex Reticle,
Matte Black, one size, 25019 , MPN: 25019 , UPC: 793139250193 , Code: TN-RS-S3624X50-25019 Sightron SIII 6-24x50 30mm Tube Waterproof Riflescope 25126, Black, Mil-Dot Reticle,W/E 26.9 MRAD, 25126 , MPN: 25126 , UPC: 793139251268 , Code: TN-RS-S3624X50-25126 Sightron SIII 6-
24x50 30mm Tube Waterproof Riflescope 25127, Black, MOA-2 Reticle,W/E 100 MOA , 25127 , MPN: 25127 , UPC: 793139251275 , Code: TN-RS-S3624X50-25127 Sightron SIII 6-24x50 30mm Riflescope Waterproof Tube, Black, Mil-Dot Reticle,W/E 100 MOA, 25133 , MPN: 25133 , UPC:
793139251336 , Code: TN-RS-S3624X50-25133 Sightron SIII 6-24x50 30mm Tube Waterproof Riflescope SIIISS624X50LRIRMOA, w/MOA-2 IR Reticle, W/E 100 MOA, 25008 , MPN: 25008 , UPC: 793139250087 , Code: TN-RS-S3624X50-25008 TN-RS-S3624X50-25008
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